
Chapter One 

Four miles down the road on its way to attack the town of 

command A of the American Fourth 

Armored Division received a frantic call for help • 
• 

Di~ision headquarters was suddenly taking heavy artillery 

punishment from the rear, and CCA's columns were ordered back to the' 

place they had just left to clean up the situation. Some of the 
---...., 

fire, the command was told, was coming from the vicinity of~~ 

France. 

The men were dirty, cold, and =tired. The prospect of finally .,_ 

setting foot on the soil of Germany~bad breathed a second wind into 
~ - ~ . 

~ 

many of the battle-weary troops, and now_ they had to to something 

they had become conditioned to despise: turn back. 

Some of the men of the lOth Armored Infantry Battalion who were 

riding in jeeps took advantage of the turnaround to step out into 

the ankle-deep mud and stretch their legs. One of them, Captain 

Harold Cohen, looked up at the gray sky overhead and swore. The 

weather had been unbelievably bad and promised only to get worse. 

French citizens liberated during the division's march west had said 

· repeatedly that they had never seen rain like this. Rivers were 

_,.. 

! . 



flooded and roads and fields were vast bogs of mud. Since leaving 

the area of Luneville the day before, the troops had slogged through 

mile after mile of the brownish-gray goop, barely able to see the 

vehicles in front of them for the heavy rains and mists, stopping 

constantly while tanks, halftracks or jeeps were dragged free of the 

quagmires. It was bad enough, Cohen grumbled, for men to have to 

travel and then fight, but it was a hell of a lots worse to have to 

travel and fight through this crap. And now we have to turn around 

and go back through it. 

He watched as a halftrack loaded with gasoline attempted a. 

· one-eighty, slid sideways, then went off the road. His thoughts 

turned by training to the problems of supplying this moving 

metropolis straggling across a cold river of mud. 

Cohen knew about supply. For the better part of his war in 

France supply had been his job. He'd held his present position of 

. 5-3--operations officer--for exactly one day. His predesessor had 

been officially evacuated for "serious internal disorders", but 
~ . 

everybody around headquarters knew the tr~th. The man had simply 
, 

succumbed to the stresses of constan~ba~~e, fighting that had been 
. .· d 

unrelenting since the breakout near the Normany beachhead almost two 

months ago. 

From St. Lo south, through the bloody hedgerows, down across 

the neck of Brittany to Vannes and Nantes, then across the 

wheatfields to St. Calais and on further to Orleans, Sens and 

Troyes, this part of George Patton's Third Army had sped along at an 

incredible pace, attacking where it had to and bypassing where it 

could, leaving any mopping up duties necessary to the infantry units 

coming along behind. The frantic drive had been telling on men and 

equipment, but morale had stayed amazingly high throughout. 



And now, the vaunted "fatherland" itself was within their 

reach. Capt. Cohen, along with soldiers along the line up to Patton 

himself, knew this objective was the fuel that was feeding the Third 

Army's fire. And now, so close, this part of the Third had to stop 

and fall back. 

George Patton, on this d~y, was at Omar Bradley's headquarters 

studying maps. A gnawing feeling of desparation was eating heartily 

at the varnish of his projected historical page. The Third Army was 

getting bogged down and ini tia.ti ve was shifting ominously to the 

north. Even Eisenhower was ncu ta~·king too much about the 

importance of Antwerp, thanks ~o the carping of Field Marshall 
,f.. 

Montgomery. That British primma donna's demands for supplies and .. 
troops were beginning to attract real attention. He wanted the 

whole ball of wax for one glorious drive across northern Europe to 

Berlin itself, and while nobody believed that plan would work, the 
I . 

importance of the Antwerp ports was very real. 

Patton thought his destiny and Eisenhower's were somehow 

intertwined, and he thought well of the man, but he couldn't dismiss 

the distasteful notion that the supreme commander tended to consider 

most strongly whatever point of view was presented to him last. If 

the Third Army continued to slow down, Patton knew Eisenhower might 

give Montgomery a free rein, and the first raids the Englishman 

would carry out would be against the men and machines of the Allied 

armies to his south. Patton had to keep the Third Army pre~sing 

forward. And the impetus to press, the general knew, had to come 

from the top. 

A reconfirmation of this firm rule had come just the day 

before. He and Manton Eddy, commande~ of the Third's XII Corps, had 



spitting flames. Two soldiers ran to it and dowsed the rapidly 

spreading fire before the ammo could explode, but when two more 

halftracks went up everybody sought whatever cover could be found. 

Lt. Col. Arthur West, _commanding officer of the lOth, ran up 

dodging shelrbursts and motioned Cohen down in the lee of a jeep. 

"We're getting most of this from those two towns," he yelled, 

pointing. "I want you to take A company and C company and the recon 

platoon down there and clear it out." 

Cohen looked over the jeep. 

"Thq.t's Ley," West continued. "Then there's Moncourt just down 
~.,.;:. . .. 

. ~0 (. .-'#/: 
the road. You go ~ the crossroads~this· side of Ley and stop. You'll 

• ..!. 

get an artillery preparation. Company A of the 37th Tank'll meet .. 
you there. When the artillery prep stops, you go in. · Got it?" 

"Yes sir," Cohen said, still peering over the jeep. He was 

considering reminding the colonel that he'd never led a combat 
I 

mission in his life. 

"1500!" West yelled. 

"1500," Cohen repeated. "Yes sir." 

He scrambled around until he located the company commanders. 

They formed up a column, and at 1500 hours they moved out. 

All the way to the road junction the ground around them was 

plowed open by incoming shells, and finally vehicles began to take 

hits. A shell grazed a halftrack and sent it spinning crazily to a 

halt. The men in the jeep behind it ran for cover in time to see 

their own vehicle disappear in a burst of fire. Cohen stood up in 

his jeep to urge the men forward, screaming over the fire that 

American tanks were waiting just ahead. The column sped up, dodging 

shell craters and unpassable bogs, then stopped. The incoming 

artillery had become a hail of metal and fire, but they had reached 



~ · · 

the junction. 

And the tanks were nowhere in sight. 

Cohen looked around. His force was now getting hit hard. 

Several times he tried the daily code to contact the 37th Tank 

Battalion without success. As the enemy fire zeroed in and 

concentrated on its target, he tossed caution and the code to the 

wind. 

"Abrams!" he yelled into the mike, adressing the 37th's 

commanding officer, "This is Cohen! Answer!" 

Onl~ faint static came bac~ . poS>r competition against the 

artillery shells crashing around~him: A sharp flash and a deep 

thump, followed by cries of wounded men, momentarily stole his .. 
attention from the radio. Burp gun fire stuttered just ahead, the 

shells pinging off machinery nearby. Cohen pressed the button down 

again. 

"Abrams, this is Cohen! Answer the goddamned call, you son of 

a bitch!" 

Tech 5 Billy Cooper, temporarily assigned to Cohen as his 

driver, was crouched down behind the jeep's steering wheel. He 

stared open-mouthed at the captain. "I don't know about sayin' 

that, sir. I heard that man's a bad actor--" 

An 88 shell drove into the mud fifteen feet away, spraying the 

jeep with a coat of cold gray slime. Cohen pressed the mike hard 

against his cheek. "Look , you son of a bitch," he yelled, "you 

supposed to have some damned tanks down here! We fixin' to get our 

asses killed! You get them tanks down here now, and I don't mean no 

shit about it!" 

The radio snicked back into silence. Cohen wiped mud from his 

face and eased his helmet down close to his eyes. Small arms fire 

/ ; \ 



The Germans had different ideas. All across the Lorraine 

countryside they started tightening the screws. On September 22, 

the pressure carne to the vicinity of Juvelize, France. The lOth 

Armored Inf-antry Battalion was split: most of it was with Task 

Force West, so-named because Arthur West had 90rnrnand; the other part 

was assigned to Task Force Abrams. Abrams' group consisted of three 

t~NKcornpanies plus one company of infantry led by Harold Cohen. 

They spent a restless night bivouaced close to the French 

village. Just before the sun had come up the day before, a 

lieutenan~ from the 25th Caval~ · Recon Squadron had driven into the 

task force's command post area. :-, "Yo~' re about to get hit," he told ,.., 
Abrams. "It looks pretty bad, Colone)." 

Abrams chewed on his cigar. "Well?" 

The lieutenant took off his helmet and wiped his forehead. 

"Looks like a brigade of assault guns 1 reinforced by tanks. Plus a 

regiment of dismounted cavalry. Two thousand, maybe 2500 men." 

Abrams thumped his cigar a couple of times and studied its 

glowing tip. He turned and walked back to where Cohen and two other 

officers were standing. "You hear that?" he asked, stuffing the 

cigar back into his mouth. 

The officer~ nodded. 

"We've got three tank companies and one infantry company. If 

this man's right, and I've got no reason to think he isn't, we're 

about to get wiped out. Any of you fellows ready to meet your 

maker?" 

Nobody spoke. Abrams' eyes narrowed and a trace of a smile 

touched the corners of his mouth. He walked over to Cohen. "My 

common sense tells me we ought to haul .ass. However, we have one 

small problem with that. I've been ordered to hold this ground at 

I 
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"Thank you, sir," Lt. Fairey said. He saluted and ran up the 

slope to a waiting sergeant. Over the crest of the hill, the sounds 

of shell bursts and gunfire were constant and heavy. 

Lyons raced his jeep back across the open ground as artillery 

fire began ~o whistle in overhead. At the edge of the woods he 
;,..,c 

spotted West and Cohen in a jeep. The colonel was look~~up at the 

hill through a pair of binoculars. Lybns stopped his jeep. "It's 

badJ up there, sir." 

"It's worse than bad," West said. "We're getting the hell beat 

out of ~s. They could come ov~. What happened to those tank 
"¥"' I>' . 

destroyers we sent up there?" 

"They're supposed to be in place," Cohen said • .. 
"Then why aren't they shooting?" West demanded. "Those damned 

kraut tanks are blowing our men right out of their foxholes." He 

scanned the ridgeline once more. "Chappy, you come with me. Cohen, 
I 

get back and drum up some more artillery support. And find out if 

we're going to get some planes!" 

Once again Lt. Lyons was heading back up the hill. Near the 

top, they spotted two of the converted, three-inch .naval guns 

sitting idle in a small recess. West jumped out of the jeep and 

quizzed two soldiers nearby, ran back to the jeep and pointed to his 

right. "Get us over there," he said. The jeep rocketed across the 

muddy ground and stopped by a half-buried bunker. "Come on, Chappy, 

I'm gonna kill this son of a bitch." 

Lyons enter~d the pillbox with West and saw the colonel's face 

turn deep red. A captain was seated at a small tabie with his feet 

propped up, sipping a cup of steaming coffee. 

The captain was telling war stories to several other men seated 

at the table. They saw the colonel come in and set their coffee 

-- ---- -----· 
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"How can a thing like this exist in the middle of all the devastation 

around here?" 

"Never question, just enjoy, Major," Abrams said. He swigged 

from the snapps bottle. "Third Army heaO:quarters'll be here in two or 

three days,· and this place will be full up." He raised the bottle. 

"To good things wherever you find them, Major. And to crazy-assed, 

insubordinate ass-holes who, in the final analysis, are usually the 

ones who get things done." He up-ended the bottle again and handed it 
,, 

to Cohen. "Go on, kill it, The colonel said. "I got some more stashed 

in the jeep." 

Coheh drained the bottle w~fle ~1>rams rejuvenated a cigar. "So, 

Major, what are you going to do when ~11 this happy shit is over?" 

Cohen put the bottle down. "Go back home," he said. "Back to 

the business. What about you?" 

The colonel puffed his cigar. "Hell if I know. Look for another 

war 90mewhere, I guess. This is what I'm doing for a living." 

"Well, I reckon it's as good as anything else. You seem to be 

real good at it." 

Abrams chuckled. "I love it. I mean~-not war--but, I 

do love armor. It's a strange thing, when you spend your life working 

to excel in a craft like this one." He leaned forward and scratched 

his leg. "Idealistically, If we do our work well enough, we put 

ourselves out of business. That's what Patton says about it." 

"I wouldn't know about that, Colonel • . But from what I hear, 

General Patton thinks pretty highly of your abilities. You seem to be 

in the right business." 

Abrams tapped some ashes into the water and swirled them around 

with his little finger. "And how about you, Major? Are you in the 

right business, selling underwear?" 



Norman Hoffner had finally gotten his jeep out of the mud and 

had started down the hill a couple of minutes behind Lyons. As he 

reached the field, the German infantrymen stood up and poured fire 

into his jeep. His driver was hit immediately. 

From ~he passenger seat, Hoffner grabbed the wheel and spun the 

vehicle around. He stomped the accelerator and headed back up the 

hill. Stan Lyons ran back to the halftrack and got on the radio. 

Joe Schmidt, the communications- sergeant, gave the message to 

Col. West. West swore. "That;.·""'·j ust about cuts us in half. Can we 
~~·- · .,. 

get a plane up to see what's down tnere?" 

"I'll raise division, Colo~el,i Schmidt said, twisting the dial .. 
to another frequency. 

"Major, we're right in the middle of a mess," West told Cohen. 

~Be ready to get everything we have back there." 

"Yes sir," Cohen said. 

A few miles away company C, attached to the 37th Tank Battalion, 

was trying to take the the town of Rodalbe. Resistance was strong, 

and the company finally withdrew to the vicinity of the small 

village of Liddresing. The tankers they were with were not happy. 

Creighton Abrams, their leader since the beginning, had been 

promoted to the leadership of Combat Command A, and Major William 

Hunter had taken over the 37th. 

Two days before, the battalion had been attacked by German 

panzers and had taken a pasting. Most of the vehicles bogged down 

in deep mud and the Germans zeroed in with artillery and tank fire. 

The 37t~ lost six tanks. Now, short of equipment, sleep, and 

patience, the tankers and attached infantrymen were nervously taking 



Mabee looked at the lieutenant. "That's impossible. He has no 

heart. His heart was blown out of his body. This man died 

instantly." 

Lyon~ took a moment to lean back against the tire of the jeep 

and wipe a sudden cold sweat from his face. "I'll send somebody up 

for the body," the doctor said, crawling off. 

"Fine,• Lyons told him. He picked up his carbine and went back 

to his own jeep. 

Oscar Bray was looking around cautiously. The shooting around 

them ha~ stopped, but down the.~ lop_~, the tank battle went on. 

Arthur West kept looking impatiently at his watch. "That town 

is full of krauts and we're supposed to be on the other side of it 

by nightfall. Is there any way we can circle around this?" 

• "Recon's gone out to have a look," Major Cohen said. "But I 

don't think so." 
I 

Suddenly the firing down the hill stopped. Sgt. Schmidt jumped 

out of the command halftrack. "Colonel, · it ' s over. We lost one 

tank, but we got all the krauts." 

"Let's get moving, Major," West said. "We may make it after 

all." 

Then Richard Cook appeared at the halftrack's tail end. 

"Colonel, recon platoon's located a mine field at the foot of the 

hill. They say they'll start clearing it since they can't get back 

here anyway." 

"Why is that?" the colonel asked. 

"Five more tanks just moved onto the backside of that last 

hill." 

"Well, damn. The 35th peels off from here to do their own 



.. . 

kicked out of us." 

West squeezed the lieutenant's shoulder. "Tell you what," he 

said. "I figure we're gonna have to back out of this shithole. But 

me and ¥ou'll be the last ones out. You start collecting grenades. 

·- If we go, _we' 11 lay this motherfucker flat on the way out." 

At first light, German infantrymen flooded down the hills to 

the town. West and Cohen and the other men in the command post 

stood by the windows and saw plainly the faces of the men they were 

killi~g. At some point, the -Germ~ commanding officer must have 

decided he'd lost enough; the :infan-try attack stopped, but the 

incoming artillery barrages increased. Cohen stepped out to have a .. 
look. 

The village was destroyed. There were smouldering ashes, but 

little was left to actually burn. It had been the longest night of 

the new major's life, and he was exhausted. He was also hungry. 

And just across the alleyway stood a soldier eating an apple: 

"Hey!" the major said. "Where'd you get that?" 

The soldier took a huge bite and pointed with his thumb over 

his shoulder. "Shit, there's a whole basket of 'em down there. 

Frenchies must have left 'em when they cleared out." 

Cohen looked longingly down the alley. An incoming mortar 

shell whistled in and leveled what was left of a nearby building, 

and West walked to the doorway. "We can't handle this," he said 

quietly. "Tell the company officers to be ready to move out." 

By ten that morning, Stan Lyons had made a decision. The 

command h~lftrack was crippled in the barn down the street, but it 

was loaded with rare and valuable radio equipment that the battalion 

might never get again, and he was determined to save it. Besides, 

/ 
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I 
krauts were corning into the empty town. 

My God, the lieutenant thought, the engineers'll think West's 

tank is the last vehicle out! He dug his heels into the uneven 
Ru tJ 

paving and ran harder than he'd ever -Qonc ooy.B-A:?fig in his 1 ife. Soon 

the jeep was just a few feet away. He dove for it and landed 

halfway on and halfway off its back. The tank ahead roared across 

the bridge with the jeep just behind. Lyons rolled himself into the 

back end and looked up to see the bridge go to pieces in a blast of 

flame and smoke. As the billowing cloud thinned and lifted, the men 

could see German soldiers reclaiming the distant streets. Soon, the 
! ;~ ... 

the enemy and the village of 'Guebl~ng faded away in the foggy air • 
.... 

Further ahead in the column, Major Cohen tended his sore and 

puf·fy face. r .t hurt to open his mouth, so he gave away th,e apples he 

had gathered. The sun dropped behind the rolling hills as the 

battalion ground to a halt on the same hilltop it had left the 

previous day. As darkness closed in, so did the eternal enemy 

mortar fire. The command post was set up pretty much where ~t had 

been before, only now it was twice as muddy. Nine replacements 

arrived, prompting West, Cohen and Baurn to try to figure up their 

losses. By midnight, the casualty list was over one hundred and 

thirty. Ain't that something, Cohen thought. And here we sit, back 

on the place we started out from. He dug a hole in the ground and 

fell asleep. 
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